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A review ;is presented of research on student

teaching. This review focuses on student teaching as the experience

of a basic triad (stUbent teacher, cooper&ting teacher, and

university surervisor) embedded in several overlapping contexts. In

the first section, literature is reviewed that deals with deMngraphic

characteristics, teacher concerns, self-concept and self-esteem,

empathy, inteist in people, scholastic aptitude, cognitive levels of

processing, anS flexibility and creativity of student teachers,

cooperating teachers, and university supervisors. In the second

section, general constraints tetermining who may fill each of-the

roles in the triad are examined. Tpis section focuses on preparatory

,experiences, training, and selectibn of student teachers, university

supervisors, L.nd cooperating teachers. Literature''on the role§ and

functions of cooperating teachers and university supervisors is '

examined-along with research studies about the cooperating teacher's

role in socializing the student teacher and influencing the

development of teacher behaviors. In the closing section, contextual

influences impinging upon andcoloring the student teaching

experience aro reviewed. This section includes some consideration of

the university or teacher training institution ,together with the

public schools involved in student teaching.'Literature about links

of home and parents to the schools, as a general source of influence

upon student teaching, are also examined. Throughout the review,

specific topics in need of research are highlighted, and broad

issues, such as key methodological problems and promising areas of

inquiry, are discussed. Lists of 22 reference notes ahd 120

references are -included. (JD)
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Student Teachin.gf A Review

Student teaching has'existed throughout the develoOment of teacher

preparation in this country (Hughes, Note 1) and is presently"

incorporated in several forms in nearly all teacher education programs.

The importance of student teaching is voiced often by teacher educators,

inservice teadiers, and many others (Griffin,,Note 2). .Certain,aspects

of student teaching have long been a topic of study among educators;'

professional organizations such as the American Association of Colleges

for Teacher Education (AACTE) and particularly the Association 'of

Teacher Educators (ATE) have devoted much of their_ time to the

understanding of student teaching. Despite the importance of the topic

to educators there have been few attempts to, synthesize and critique

research on student teachingo.sd aS to°identify major finding's and pose

furthei questions:, The current sta'te of the llterature reflects the

tendency in research to focus on isolated aspects of student teaching -

(e.g., attAtyde Change; supervision; etc.) without coAidering the other

aspects. To overcome this limitation, 'the present review seeks to

develop an overall framework to consider the multiple issues that exist

in examining student teaching, as 'well as to scrutinize fhe res.ercth

literature withiri each problem area. This willevIlheuristic

model for further examination of stucteRt'teaching.

This work was supported ty Grant #NIE-G-80-0116 from the National

Institute of Education, Deptrtment of Education. However,' the a.inions

expressed do not necessarily reflect the position k. or poliCY 0 the

National Institute of Education, and no official endorsement should b

inferred.
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° Purposes

This , review serves the primary purpose of ,critically surveying

muCh of the available literatUre pe'rtaining tto student teaching. In

doing so, the implications and utility of the literature for future

r'esearch and practice are emphasized. While the quantity of literature

on student teaching is vast, very little of it is empirical in-nature,

9

and few :instances of large-scale -research exist. Therefore,
a(3.

generalilations are made- within the context of this somewhat limited

reSearch.

A second- purpose of the review is to provide an organizational

framework for consiciering student teachffig literature. Figure 1

diagrams this organization, beginning in the center With the principal

triad (student teacher, cooperating teacher,- and university supervisor)

dutward to the contexts in which they are embedded. The diagram

tndicates thepeople who are participants in student teaching, together

with the factors in their work environment whicit may influence their-
0

behavigr. At the personal level, individUal and professional

characteristics may influence the student teaching experience. For

example, questions such as these might be asked: what professional

experiences of cociprating teachers contribute to a successful...student

teaching -experience? DoF-Righly empathic supervisors facilitate the

learning process for thestudent teacher?

.. At the next level, the mutual influences%of each individual upon

the others may be examined. Questions about the interactive processes

betveen student teacher, cooperating teacher, and university supervisor

may bconsidered, as well as those concernin.g substantive changes in
, -

attitudes and/or skills that may occur as a result of the interqctions.

-For exaMple: what methods does the cooperating teacher ,use to

4
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Figure 1.: The Student Teaching Experience
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facilitate the student teacher's acquisition of teaching.skillsq What

type of feeziback does the university supervisor provide to the student

teacher and/or cooperating teacher? How are the attitudes of a more

conservative cooperating teacher affected by a student teacher's use of

innovative approaches to teaching?

Finally, all of these individuals condUct their work i;ilthin several

environments, including the schoor, the university, the school district,

the community, and so on. Thus, individual behavi6r can be affected.by

the nature of these work places. Research at this le'vel of analysis may

include questions such as the following: what effe'ct dbes sociOeconomic

status or ethnicity_ of pupils have on cooperating teacher-stOdent

teacher interactions? What impact does the university training program

have uporkthe university supervisor's ability to assist the cooperating

teachers? 4.In order to fully comprehend the student teaching e:nerience,

each of-these le\ilels of analysis must be considered.

The review of.literature is org.anized around this framework. The

.subtopics include (l) the characteristics of each of the individuals in

the clinical experience; (2) the selection processes applied to each;

(3) the social/psychological interactions and mi.;tual irifluences amgng

the student teaching participants; (4) the planed and unblanned

activities, as they relate to on-going functioning and goal-attainment

of the stUdent teaching experience; and, (5) the conteXtual influences

which shape, .frame, and to varying degrees deterMine the nature.of the

student teaching experience.

The Role of Indiyidti.al Characteristics in Student Teaching

Two basic questions emerge when one . first considers student

teaching: who are the participants? What are their characteristics?-'

These may be answered from either of two distinct perspectives,
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demographics or individual differences. .Information pertaining to

student teachiSg from each of these perspectives will- be reviewed. .

Demographics

Yarger, Howey, and Joyce (197'7) have provided demographic profifes

of the typical student and teacher educator based upon a sample of 2,200

students and 420 faculty members from 175 teaher training institutions.

The "typical" preservice teacher is a single, Anglo woman in her early

20S. in contrast, the "typical" university education faculty member is

a 43-year-bld Anglo male with experience'working in the public schools.

Approximately half of the teacher educators are full professors and

roughly the same number have-supervisory duties. -

LitT)e demovaphic information- characterizing <either cooperating

teachers 'or university supervisors, as distinct groups, is avail-Alec

Other demographic variables such afage, sex, br ethpicity have,pot been

well-researched in relation to preservice trainimoutcomes in, teacher

education. Generally more women than men (especially.at elementary

leyels) enter the te'aching profession and are thus involved in greater

libmbers .in preservice experiences. However, no conclusicAS have been

reach6d regarding differential efficacy between men and women in

education orin preservice aCtivities.

One baaground characteristic that has'been the focus-of attention

regarding student teachers ais past experience witk children. Some

investigations have claimed that previous experience with children is of

imajor importanCe in successful student teaChing (Ryans, 4.960; Ducharme,,

1970). Schalock (1979,), writing on te"acher selection, noted'that three

'Oregdn College of Education studies failed to find any-f-elationshir.

between previous experience with , children and student teaching

competencies. Examining this issue,from a different perspective, Wood



(1978) found that previous experience with' children was the highest

ranked reason ;for enterihg teaching. It would appear that' previous

experience with children deserVes further study in relation to

preserOce training and teather education.

Individual Differences

Individual differences in student teaching occur at levels other

than simple demographics. Among the. psychological characteristics or

traits which have been investigated in relation to student teaching and

its outcomes are the following: teacher concerns; self-concept and

self-esteem; empathy; interest irrpeople; scholastic aptitude; Cognitive

lemels of proce'ssihg; and, flexibility and creatiVity. Research on the

role of each qf these traitS in' the student teaching'experience will be

examined.

Teacher concerns. Fuller (1969) studied the concerns of preservice .

A

and ihservice teachers. Three areas of concerns were identified: self,'

teaching tasks, and impact of teaching on student learning. 'A,

developmental7transition through these three concern areas was theorized

as a'function of greater teachihg experience. According to the theory,

. teachars are able to be concerned priMarily with the impact,of their

teaching on students only aftex resolving concarns about their own

socialization into the teaching field and ameliorating concerns about

hoW to teach. The Teacher Concerns Questionnaire (TCQ) has been used to

measure concerns in these'three areas. To date, however, research has

not,supported the validity of hierarchical movement through levels of'

concerns as a function of teaching experience (George, Note 8).

Nevertheless, the TCQ does identify concerns apong cooperating teachers,

university supervisors, and student teachers which may be sources of



Self-Concept and Self-Esteem. While some investigators -have Use'd

self-Concept 'and self-esteem interchangeably, Coopersmith and °Feldman

(1974) defined self-estem as evaluative in ,overall degree, (high or

low)-, and elf-concepts.,as referring to various attributes of self.
. 7

Positive teacher" self-concepts have-been 'elated to Overall teacher

mental:healt h (Milgram and Milgram, 1976) ,and to 'their Students'
-

chievement.(Rayder, AbramsN[ -Larson, 1978). Soares and Soares (1968)

found that student teachers' self-toncepts were related more to their

unIversity 'supervisors' ratings rather than to their cooPerating

teachers' ratings of them. They also found elementary level student

teachers to have mOre positive self-Concepts than secondary level

student teachers. Walberg (1968) found that males majOring in

elementary *education had poorer self-concepts than males, majoring ,fri

secondary education or women in education; Grvey (1970) found positive

sel-f-concept as' meaSured by the Tennessee Self-Concepi Scale to be

related to higher student teaching ratings', She concluded that student

texching. suctess' .is affected but not Recessarili'determined. by a

positive view of oneself;

Doherty -(1980) echoed these findings by 'discovering a link between

0

lbw Self-esteem among student teachers and lower competency ratings as

. 0

student teacher5. In 1965, Wright and Tuska found lhat- significant-

0

changes in self-image occurred in student teachers afteri, preservice and

first-year teaching experiences. With. grater 'experience in the

classroom, preservice and new teachers saw themserves as increasingly

more demanding, meaner, and less inspi,'ing to students. Smitli and Smith

.(1979) . considered the effect of teaching in lower socioeconomic level

schools on .t.he self-concepts ,of student teachers. . Those student

teachers' placki in poverty areas were likely- to have unfulfilled
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expectations about the achievement leyels of their pupils that

contributed to a laCk of perceived success.for the student 'teachers'.

Simildr.findings haye been'reported by'Wagenschei-n.(1950) and.Smith-and
ACP

A4ms (1973)..

Walberg (1968) concluded:that observed declines in -self-concept

..

self-ratings'from student teachers durip preservice-was a result of the,

.
. ,

conflict between pe-rsonal neqs ao establish rapport with. .indiOdual

. . . .

chitdrenLand role demands.(to establiSh authdrity and discipline iri the

cl4ssroom). The research appears to support the view that higher ievels

of self-esteem and. posiXive .self-concepts, are related to Any

experiences.in teàchtng. 'Thus; they are, l-f.kely to be of significance ifl

t

the preservice per-Nd of teacher education.
, - \

\,s
0

Empathy. Resea ch iii a Ariety.of people-oriented professions has

foUnd that empathy \s related 'to growth, development, .or health.

Carkhuff .(1971) repo4s that counselors who exhibit high empathic
f

4 list,ening skills Ileve Mdre successful therapy outcomes. Similarly,

1.

LaMonica (Note 4) in a study. of empathy in'nurses reports that.more

P empathic:nurses aye vie ed as more caring and helpful by patients. In
V'

education a craft, or con entional w..isdom has held that teachers who -are
0

more caring.and concerne about their students Will .be morL c'Clective.
I.

This idea has rarely bee

f

exaMined.ry edOcatiohal researchers.

Another important ;place where empathY, may be an especially
4,

.

important concept is tnIsupervision. Goldhammer's. (1977), and Cogan's

(1973),descriptiOns of c inical supervision clearly acknowledge the need

4
for supervisors to consi er the thoughts and feelings c4 the supervisee

(e.g., th'e student tea her). As yet theiT Kas been little research

examining the role of] empathy 'in supervision in general or as a

0 / compdnent of effective student teaching in particur.



Inte'rest in People. Interest in pEople is eonsi4dered

characteristit of members of the teaching profession. It is often

assumed that teachers should be.warm and empathetic in interacting.Qdth,

children. A study by Yarger, Howey, 'and- Joyce (1977) found s,tudent

teachers and teacher educators expresksing interest in worling.with

students. '-Other researchers have found that- persms entering the

teaching profession cite their desire to work with people as most ,

important in their occupational detision. Haurich, 0960) found thi-s-

true of students, 'and Isham, Carter, and Striblfng °(Note 5) have

confirmed this finding aMong teacher educators.
- -

Scholastic Aptitude. Verbal.ability in teachers has been f9und

.

important to the instucfional skill of communicating (Taylor, Ghiselin,

& 1967). Intellectual ability would seem essential in teaching,

although intelligence and aCadeMic grade point average have 'been found

to coerelate only modestly w'ith teacher performance ratings (Ducharme;

1970; Ferguson, Note 6). It has been argued by Vernon (1965) that high

correlations between intellectual ability and.teaching performance are

unlikely., a's teachers are relatively homogeneous as to intellectual
,

ability (scoring between 110 and 120 on most traditional intelligence

tests): With this restricted range of ability, higher correlatlons with

other variables.are not likely to be found.

'Cognitive Levels of Processing. The interest in cogniPve

developmental stages,, sparked..by the work of Piaget .(1970) 'and Kdqberg

(1969), has been noted in teacher education. Murphy and Brown (1970)

found liat the encouragement of studeft self-expression byteachers was

related to the teachers higher conceptual level. l.oWer .tonceptual

levels'on the part of teachers were related to more roie questioning of

thp.ir -students. Hot and Joyce (1967) and GlasOerg and Sprinthall'
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(1980) kave examined, levels of information prooessing among preservice .

teachers as they affect stud6nt teaching proces'Ses. Hunt and Joyce

{1967) foind tfiat higher conceptual.levels in.preserviqe teachers were -

assOciated with a teaching qyle in which children are assisted in

eValOatin$g information, raising; hypotheses, and making :inferences.

,Glassberg and Sprinthall (1980) found fhat experiences in role,taking

and yarious reflections exercises could reSult in increased ego and

ethical development. 4

Despite these results, other research has found,that such' higher

' order teaching skills as probing, redirection, and higher cognitive

"Iuetioning had little effect on ilicreasing the conceptual skills of
J.

sdents. These somewhat conflicting results leave open the precise

relationship between conceptual leveA-s and teaching ehavior, especially-
.

as it affeCts pupils; nevertheless, it remains an important factor to

explore .in student teache'rs ind their cooperating teachers. 'Some

developmental researchMhTberg, 1969) has *ecillated thal persons'must

be challengedby othixs at more upplex TevolS ofdeyelopment to produce

growth, suggesting that 'd.ifferences in the cooperating teache'rs' and

student teachers' levels of development may result in some obange. A*

mere careful examination of conceptual development in Student teachers

is clearly necessary. 4

Flexibility/Creativity. The censtructs of flexibility and
\

,creativify have' been rather consistently identified as important in

teacher edu,cation {Ekstrom, 1976). Hunt and Joyce' (1967) 'found that

student teachers- displaying a wider- r,inge of teaching styles Were
0-

considered'more effective as teachers than student teachers engaging in

fewer teaching styl,es. Earlier, Bond (1959) found tha,t 90 percent of

student teachers rated as creative beforebeginning preservite teaching

12
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were judged outstanding by their teaching supervisors. Crocker (1974)

found s'ignificant relationships between creativity test ,scores and

student tevhing performance; flexibility, as Measured by the creativity

tests, was foupd to be the strongest single predictor of performance.

Ishler. (Note 7) examined differences in verbal behavior among

student teachers classified aS either high or low in creativity on the

Torrance Tests of Creative Aptitude (1962). Those student teachers with

higher- creative aptitude scores used more open-ended and varied

activities in the classroom, as recorded on the Flanders 'Interaction

Analysis (1970). Generally, the literature suggests that flexibility

and creativity are important criteria in teaching competency.

Yet, it remains unclear what particular student outcomes might be

,most affected by measures of flexibility and creativity. Flexibility as

construct is not unidimensional, for academic problem-shving

flexibility is not. necessarily manifested in the: same way as

interpersonal, social flexibility. Nor is creativity a unidimensional

coWstruct; different measures of creative aptitude do not correlate

Positively with one another (Durio, 1979).

However,-;' flexibility and creativity variables are continually found

I,

to be related to teaching effectiveness in studies. It would seem that

investigation of the contribution of flexibility, especially fo the

interpersonal dynamics occurrinlg in the student teacher/cooperating

0 teacher/university supervisor triad, is warranted. Social flexibility

Is related to constructs such as e'Mpathy and communicatiop skills and'is

important to the human interactions of those engaged in teaching and

teach-er-ed4eat4on.

Summary. Promising avenues for investigating the effects of

individual -difference's on student teaching have been noted in this
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portion of the review, including demographic characteristics, teacher

concerns, self-concept and self-esteem, emPathy, interest in people,

scholastic aptitude, cognitive levels- of processing, flexibility, and

creativity. While research is still very inconclusive in many areas (4

individual differences,, results in some of them are sufficiently

consistent to suggest that certain cpmponents.should be include'd in a

comprehensive description and analysis 'of student teaching. WithOut

further information on the characteristics and traits of each member of

the student teaching triad, there will continue -to be little useful

understanding about how they impact teacher preparation.

The Student Teaching Experience

In ,addition to the. personal °characteristics that the student

teacher, cooperating teacher, and university'superOsor bring to student

teaching, many aspects of the-experience itself need to be examined more.

closely. The interaction of these three key individuals is the core of

the entire experience and the area that has Teceived the most attention.

Here-one must consider the selection and training of each member of the

triad, as well as changes in attitudes and philosopfties, role conflicts,

socialization, acquisition, of teaching behavior, and supervision. The

reciprocal influences of the student teacher, cooperating teacher, and

university supervisor,upon one anothe'r need to be better understood. The

following section.reviews recent research into the student teaching,

experience.

Career Selection and Placement of Student Teachers

A prevafiing theme in the literature regarding the selection. of

student teachers was stated succinctly by Muente (1974): "Let's be more

selective with student :teachers" (p.' 236). Writing from the

perspective of cooperating teacher and field supervisorshe urges that

14
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"poor risks" and students who are "unsuited for teaching" be "weeded

out" prior to student teach.irTg. Given such a tritical perspective of

the status quo, it is important to know what factors determlne the

population from which student teachers will be selected.

By contrastiong responses of prospective teachers in 1960 with those

in 1975, Fox (1976) investigated the question of why students major in

education. ..He noted that students in 1975 were significantly more

likely to indicate humanistic reasons (e..g., duire to work with young

children, dissatisfaction with poor teachers, etc.). than ,the 1960

subjects. They were significantly less influenced by fattors such as

higher salaries, job security, or social prestige.

These findings may reflect systematic differences in the NO

populations; however, the changes may be. due to the context in'which the

decision to teach is made rather than the individuals making the

decision. Teaching in the 1970's and 1980',s may no longer be.

characterized as a relatively high-paying, secure, or prestigious

profession. One need only glance at recent iSsues of Newsweek ("Why

Public Schools are Flunking," April 20, 1981; .April 21, 1981; May 4,

1981) to make this determination. Therefore, it is unlikely that'

contemporary preservice .teachers would cite these rea§ons for their

careerchoice, whereas they might have been quite plausible ones twenty

years ago.

There is some indication that the decision to enter teaching is not

made or acted upon tastily. Van Patten (1977) and Seiforth and Samuel

(1979) streSs that the first education course in the profeSsional

sequence may be Critical in the selection process. Zeichner (Note 8)

has proposed that many preprdfessional experiences may contribute to

selection into (or out of) the profession.
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Clearly, no profession relies exclusively' on self-selecti,on for

determining its membership particularly when there are clear and

pressing supply-demand forcq operating in the societal context.

Ellsworth,. Krepelka, and Xear (1979) and 14aberman (1974) address the

selection process from thjs perspective.

Ellsworth, et al. :(2979) emphasize that the core issue should be

the fairness and appropriateness of candidate screening procedures,

yis-a-vis the role of the teacher. They concede that sUbstantial

variation in screening criteria exists across- teacher' education

institutions but the differences max be a reasonable reflection of the

differing goals in those institutions. This should not excuse, however,

a lack of systematic investigation of institutional processes,especially

those relating entry skills of teaching to the institutiOnal goals..

Among screening procedures, Ellsworth et al. found that grade-point

averages (GPA's) and personal interviews are used most freCluently. ,

Other criteria used somewhat less often included evidence of goOd

ealtb, language proficiency, and profiles derived frOm personality

inventories. Alst,, the authors point out that there is a trend towards

increasing demand for, and reliance Upon, various competency tests. The

tests being developed and/or used pertain to subject matter competency ,

a.nd general reading, language, and mathematics proficiencY.

Haberman (1974) would support the use .of such testing, to the

extent that the-tests could predict teaching success nather than success

as a student. Lack of predictive validity is the essential critiCism nof

GPA's and interviews for Selection purposes. In line with'the perceived

need for.criteria with predictive valiety, Haberman formulated eleven

guidelines which he felt were integral to the appropriate operation of a

selection process.
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Given the appai-ent need for more careful selection of student

teachers and "the demand for systematic and apropriate selection

criteria, it is surprising to find so little current research relating

the use of selection criteria to different student teacher tjtcomes.

Leslie (1970) and Wilk (1964) studied possible relationships between

placement selection variables, student teacher performance, art student

teacher attitudes. While Wilk's student teachers performed better when

their grade level preferences and area of experience were consered in

the placement process, .LeSlie's student teachers did not perform better

(the matching efforts here were far more extensive). However, Leslie

concluded that certain within-group comparisons s.upported the, eneral

theoretical advantages of matching for placement_plactices.

1
SeleCtion of Cooperating Teachers and University 5upervisors

Just as it is easy to document the need tor careful selection of

student teachers, it is easy toQunderstand that cooperating teachers

should ,be chosen -carefully for- their role. Yet, as Brodbet'.(19,S10)

notes, the selection of supervising teachers is ironically among the

mo.re neglected asp.ects of student teaching programs. Participants at a

1981 wdrking conference on student teaching agreed with Erodbelt's

_opinion that it 'is too easy ta, become a cooperating teacher Griffin,

Note 2).

The criteria which seem to be used Most often (Brodbelt, :980) for

selection include the act of volunteering to supervise a student

. teacher, satisfactory ratings froM one's building principal, and a

certain number of years of teaching experience. He also makes the poin,t '

that- ngither partne,r in the university-public school' collaboration

wishes to antagonize the other by requiring high teaching ,Pe,formance

standards_-- the implicit assumption is that a professional ope,-ating in



the field should be capable of providing the novite with an aCequate

induction experience.

As fan as the selection of university supervisors is concerr.ed, it

is difficult to locate published literature explaining or guiding this
..

'-.....a.;-..,.:
. .

process. This may very well be a -function of the vast differences

&cross institutions in the assignment of the supervisory role/functions

to individuls. Clearly some basic deseri)Dtive inpormation is needed.

In spite of the lack of available inform tion describing the selectiOn

process of cooperating teachers and superiso, it. is of interest to

consider the training or experiences that are provided to thase who are ,

chosen.. The.next sectioh will focus on this issue.,

Cooperating Teacher Training and Experiences \

Most of the literature regarding the training of cooperating

teachers is craft-oriented. Whije many authors (Blair, 1960; Painter &

lleiner, 1979; Quick, 1967) agree that special training and skills are

.needed, 6iere js less agreement' as to °the precise7- content of that

training. Blair (1960) emphasizes a need for self-reflection., Quick

(1967) specifies different Categories of assets for cooperatfng

teachers including professional ,attitudes, professional abilities,

human relations skills, .and personal habits. :EVen more useful is

Quick's listing of Tine supervisory activities with which cooperating

teachers need to be familiar. Among these are evaluating student

teachers through observation, providing specific feedback and

constructive criticism, pointing out strengths and wpaknesses, and

relinquishing clasroom control t the student teacher. Because'these

skills are. stated. .learlY, it becomes relatively 'simple to

operationalize them as criteria for selecting cooperating teachers':and

as training objectives for indiyiduals serving as cooperating teafhers.
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'The 'idea that cooperating teachers can or should be given some inservice

edUcation for their expanded instructional/supervispry role is
.

widespread in the literature.

-Painter and Wiener (1979) describe an inservice, competericy-based

program for cooperating_teachers (competencies were those set forth

AACTE and "the teaching competenciestablished by the state of north

Carolin-a). At least three sessions between cO-OpErafing teachers and

university supervisors were included in the, inserYice model,toger
---

with-campus visits by the cooperating teachers. Informal evaluations of

the inservice program were quite favorable. The student teachers tended

to feel that commanication with cooperating, teachers was improved and

°the university supervisors gained increased respect for the cooperating

teachers' role.'

These results may be interpreted as an indirect consequence of-._

the intervention, as well as. a direct effect. Garner (1971) found that

student teachers- reported experiencing improved relations with their

cooperating teachers, as the student teachers were allowed to assume

greater-responsibIlity. for teaching. Under Painter and.Weiner's system,
1

stUdent teachers had to assume increased teaching responsibility in

order to free cooperating teachers to attend 4iniversity se&sions. 'The

improved-communication may havekeen as much- a functiOn of this shift in

.responsibilitieS.'as of' the nature of Hnservice training 'provided.

Similarly,'Chun (1979) and Shiraki (1979) -emphasize' 'the need for active

participation on the .part of the student teacher. By.allowing. student

teachers to be actively involved i-n leayning teaching, behaviors,.

communication and 'human relations may improve.

However; other available research .has been eguivocal. Amidon

(1967, cited in Tittle, 1974) experimentally' manipulated the training

1 d
4)



giVen groups of student teachers and cooperating teachers,. Experimental

groups received training, in interaction analysis while control groups

were taught learning theory. Although the student teachers demonstrated

improved interaction 'skills (e.g., were more Indirect, accepting, and

,supportive) with the classroom pupils, no systematic effects were

observed with the cooperating teachers. Because there were no repOrted

changes in attitudes of either set of-teachers, one Might infer that

student teachers improved communication skills with pupils were not

transferred to interactions with colleagues. As yet, there has been

little conclusive information :about the effects of tralning on

cooperating teachers 6r its impact on student teachers,

rri-v rsity Supervisor Training-and Experiences

There are few rticles available-for formulating a picture Of hOr

to .prepare upervisors. In a crifti ted article, Hanke (1967) notes

"individuals inVariably have no specific preparation fu is job? (p.

37), although it seems desirable for the person to have a broad range o

experience. It is also believed ,impOrtant for the supervisor to havea
_

thorough knowledge, of the cOlTege's teacher education sequence. In this

manner s/he will be prepared to.fujfill the publicTelations demands of

the supervisor's role, to'provide for inservice needs of cooperating

teachers, and to provide feedback and evaluations regarding the student

teacher's performance. Some background.iin Interpersonal relat'ions also

seems deSirable to enable the supervisor to asS'ist student teachers with

anxiety-reduction and, reality-checking of goals, perspective, fand

enthusiasm (Hanke, 1967). S/he should be prepared to make appropriate

placements by being sensitive to the 'needs of both the student teacher

and the cooperating teacher. ,37
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Jones (1980), Cepeland and4Atkinson (1978), And Junell (1-969) have

all focused on the elements-,of: human 'relations and/or communication

training and skills of qlpervisors. ,Junell argues compellingly that tne

itandard practice of requiring supervisors to grade student teachers has

a negative,effeCt on communication. Jones lists a series of potenti.al

communication problems between superviF26rs and cooperating teachers.

Jones' emphasis is a reflectien of how extensively the superv.isor

will 'need_ to make use -of specializd training. Hence, through

training, the supervisor should become aware of his/her own style, of

the reinforcing nature and content of his/her interactions with

teachers, and of the nature bf his/her nonverbal dies. All of the above

V

authors emphasize the need for, supervisor training in self-awareness.

Copeland and Atkinson (1978a) manipulated the -style of preseniation

of a supervisor, together with his use of professional jargon, in

.relatioh to student teachers' perceptions of the superisor's perceived

credibility and 'utility. Some support was found for the

theoretically-based hypothesis' of a relationship between perceived

expertness and perceived supervisor utility. 'Thus, student teachers'

perceptions of the usefulness of a supervisor were seen by the authors

aS :tied to student- perceptions of the .extensiveness of supervisor

background experiences and .-training. However, research concerning

supervisors' training and background is generally inConclusive regarding

their effects on student teachers.

erating Teacher and University Supervisor Roles

Th e are many variations in the roles and activities Of the

coopLrating eacher and,theuniversity alpervisor. These variations may

be due to "the u iversity, school 'district,. or schools ,in which these

s been very little research conducted regarding
people work. There



the actual models of practice despite the numerous theoretical models

that have tee'n proposed (e.g., Andrews, 1964; Conant, 1963;. Slay, Note

8). A few studies exploring the role of the _university 'supervisor note

some of the key variables regarding roles and activities in student

teaching.

Generally( the value of the university superVisor in tile usual
A

triadic model fias 60en open to question: Monson-and Bebb (1970) view

the role as unnecessary and Zimpher;' De Voss, and Nett (1980) regard it.

41/extremely coilex. Al least two studies have investigated the

effects of changing or eliminating the role of the university supervisor

(Morris, 19.74; Smith, 1969).

In these cases, alteration or eliMination of contacts with a

university supervisor led only to differences in 'student teachers'

self-reports of satisfaction and ease of communication with cooperating

teachers. . It seems that the university sdpervisor has minimal effect

,

_upon performance, but a more potent effect upon student teacher

communication and satisfaction.

Another possible role for university.supervisors is that,of working

--directly with the eooperating teacher. Monson and Bebb (1970) descril2ed

a pilot program in which the 6nly function of the supervisor was a

weekly' inservice meeting. The resutts of this program indicated that

student teachers, cooperiting *teochers and university supervisors were

all quite satisfied with this arrangeMent; however, these results

indicated little about what was lost or gained by this model of

superviSion in comparison to_other more traditional models.

A contrasting study by Zimpher, De VosS, and Nott1_980.). suggests

that the university supervisor's influence is very, important. From

their descriptive study they concluded that without the university
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supervisor, student teachers would have little input in setting

requirements, evaluating, or assessing the overall experience.

Apparently, these° supervisors proVided, most of the ,impetus to the

student teachers to advance beyond concerns for daily chores to concerns.

for self-analysis and imprOvement. fn view of the equivOcal research

findings, a more detailed analysis and description of the roles, of the

cooperating teacher andwniversity. supervisor are clearly heeded.

Socialization or Enculturafian of the Student Teacher

Much of what takes place dur'ing student teaching can be generally

described -as socialization. Most of the studies of socialization have

focused'on particular aspects of the process such as attttude change or

acquisition of teaChing behaviors. Lortie (Note 10), Zeichner (qote 8,
r,

Note 11), and others have broadened the study of student_ teacher

enculturatiOn to include ,Considerztion of-other socializing factors such

as early childhood experience and peer influences. Zeichner (Note 8,

Note 11),and Grjffin (Note 2) have also criticized much of the pastwork

on this topic because of the ofteh implicit assumption that the student

teacher was a passive Tecipient.in the process. Zpichner has argued

that studies of sOcialization must take into consideration the

reciprocal influences ofthe cooperating teather, university supervisor,

and student teacher. The following sectidn includes a review of

selected studies of student teacher socialization.

Studies of secialization include those that provided ..various

cOnceptualizations of ,induction (Iannacone, 1963) and studies that

\ .

sought, to identify the key individuals .and their functions tn the._

socialization df newcomers to tbe profession .(Friebus, 1977; Karmos &

Jackol 1977; Manning, 1977; Ryan, Note, 12). Closely related to this

work are studies which identify conformity effects, (Haberman, 1978) and

2



critical*.incidentt in .successful and unsuccessful student teacher

enculturation (De Voss, Note 13).
.-

Iannacone (1963)_,and Lortie (Note 10) have both ana)yzed the

teacher socialization process. IannacOne (1963) confined his focus fo

,
the changes in student teachers' perceptions of teaching over the course.'

of a semester-long placement.. The preliminary concerns reflect student

teacher "horror" and "indignation" over cooperating .teacher behaviors,

and they correspond to an entry stage in w4ich student teachers act

only as observers. A transition stage Occurs when student teachers and

cooperating teachers begin to establish collaborative relationsfiips

dependent-4dn'rmutual concern for individual ,learning. However, the

relatiOnships are still clear-TY superordinate-subordinate in nature.

In the final phase, the relationship between student teachers and

cooperating teachers becomes more collaborative irc.nature. The student

teachers' perspective towards disruptive behavior, towards the

operationalization of learning goals, and towards learning problems more

closelY resemble those.set $4orth by the cooperating teacher (except in

the rare case of a 'student teacher whose socializat)ion may have been

unsuccessful; Iannacone, 1963). This is -consistent .with Haberman's

(1978) thesis that, student teachers are particularly susceptible, to

control by group norms, especially those espoused by the' classroom

teachers.

Several researchers have looked more specifically at. the

socializing agents(Friebus, 1977; Karmos & Jacko, 1977; Manning,,:,, 1977).

Manning .(1977) reports that the student teachers indicated that

professional contacts (coop&-ating teachers, sukrvisors,
\

and -other

college professors) exerted the most significsant influence upon their

beliefs. Other groups of people, such as parents and friends,- had a

2 1.1
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less significant influence': Setting and training :;ariables had some

effect on the perceived 'nature of. influence exerted by each 'group.

Student teachers.who were placed in. an inner-city environment, without

having been' trained specifically abbut that environment, were more

likely to indicate that their Pupils' parents and the community were

sources, Of negative influence on their- attitudes.-- Also, their

perceptions of stddent discipline and beliefs aboutchijdreWs learning,

generally, were negatively affected by being in.the inner city and by

not being prepared for that setting.
.-

10thgr studies have failed o make direct comparisons of setting 4nd

training variables to perceived influences.of Significant olhers. 'The

work of Karmos and Jacko '(1977) focused only on positive influences on

the student teaching exPerience. [3oth professional and nonprofessional

sources -of influence were mentioned by the student teachers, although

4

the cooperating teachers were mentioned more often than any ,:of the

others., In addition, the cooperating teachers' most critical fun.ctienS,

in descending order, were perceived toHpe: a:) promoting the student
a

teacherOnAole development; b) providing the student teachers with

-

personal, support; and, c) assisting the student teacherS" to gain-

professional skills. These re'sults are generally consistent with

Friebus' (1977) findings.

Karmos and Jacko .(1977) also found that student teachers reperted

that pupils' served tWo crifical function5. First, the pupils' response

to student teachers Worked to legIUiize the latter's place in the

cl,assroom. Second, their task-related behaviors workeckto determine the

success or failure of student teachers' lessons. In neither the Xarmos

and Jacko (1977) study northe Friebus (1977) study were university

supervisors given any significant mention, unlike Manning's (1977) work., .



De VosS (Note 13) exaMined student teachers Oncultuation from an

even broader perspective, Through observations .and a series of

open-ended interViews, he was able to select case studies demohstrating -

the imPact of different settings (classroom, universtty, school, ,home)

actihg ,Upon ihe student teachers. By contrasting the "best" and "worst"

cases and s-ifting through the series of Critical incidents they
,

contained; De %Voss reached several conclusions,: .First, when student

teachers and cooperating teachers were mut6ally supportive and similar

in philosophy, orientation, 'and attitudes, the student teachers were

.

more likely to have successfu experiences. Secondly, the student

teachers' ability/ to focus personal -energy on the experience was

associated with success. 'ThoSe student teacher's who had, large, portions

of their time, energy, ,and attention, consumed by the demands of

4

ufirelated settings (e.g.., spouses and children, other jobs, etc.) were

less likely to experience success in choir placements. ,

Other'investigators have explored crit:cal .inddents in student

tgadling. Southall and King (1979)°Were :able to identify a lack' of

student teacher-cooperating teacher communication and unrealistic:.

cooper;atingteacher expectations .as the two most important aritrfrequent

prbblems with whiCh supervisors had to contend. Differing expectationS-
,

were, also identified by tyipbell and Williamson (1973) as a problem.

Other problem areas were tiqd to a failure in interperonal relations.

These problems indicate that multiple factors influence the

socialization processs. be Voss (Note 13) emphasizes the importance of

Gonsidering the student ' teachers as active agents in their own

socialization, since satisfaction with the experience was directly tied ,

to the students' oWn .abilities to utilize the: opportunities for

2 6
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learning. Further studies of socialization must consider the reciprocalc

influences of thevarious participants.

Attitude and Philosophy Changes

Traditionally, the study of student teacher seciatization has

focused on changes in students' philosophy and attitudes. A review of

this work will substantiate the .following two generalizations.- First,

student teachers' attitudes.tend to change negatively during the course

of student teaching Second, student teachers' attitudes, values and/or

philoSophies tend to shift toward increasing conformity with those of

their cooperating teachers.

TTttle (1974) reviewed at least five studies of attitude change in

. student teachers. Two (Bufcher, 1965; Jacobs, 1968) documented a

decrease in positive educational attitudes during student teaching, even

though the instrumentation differed. Four others (Clarke, 1956;

Corrigan and Griswold, 1963; Price, 1960; Tabachnick, 1980) yielde-d sets

of data consistent with the general notion that student teachers'

attitudes more closely approximated. those of their cooperating teachers

by the .end of the placement. 'TWo.other studies (Leslie,-1970; Rinoness,

o

1966) failed to find any significant impact of cooperating teachers upon

attitudes and self-ideal image discrepancies of' student teachers,

respectively.

oscher and Prescott (1978) considered educational philosophies of

/ cooperating teachers as they impact studerit teachers during preservice

tra',iliingr. They found no apparent Cooperating teacher influence. Of the

predictor variables consfdered, only.preservice philosophical positions

of the student teachers predicted their post-student teaching

philosophical views, if the student teacher had come.into the .preservtce

experience with perennialism or essentiaNsm biases. Thus,, changing



'attitudes did occur during preservice, but they were not influenced by

the supervising teacher.

However, Yee (1969) pointed out a major shortcoming in most prior

studies of attitude change, particularly those using tIle Minnesota

Teacher Attitude Inventory (MTAI). Most of theresearch failed to take

into account 'the possibility that in a dyad influences on attitudeg can

be either mutual or bidirectional in causality. Further,'the influences

may effect increased congruity across the attitudes of each member of

the dyad.

When statistical manipulations (e.g., the "frequency-of-change-in.-

.product-moMent") were performed to allow for multiple clutcomes, Yee

(1969) reached three major conclusions. First, 'cooperating teachers

exerted a congruent influence upon student teachers' attitudes. Second,

student teachers' attitUdes shifted toward increasing confeTmity with

cooperating teachers). attitudes. Third, when the attitude shifts in a

dyad" led to greater incongruity, there was no difference in the

frequency of influence across cooperating and student teachers. These

results were consistent with Yee's (1468) study, which indicated that

4 1

few. stable relationships (in terms of attitudes) across dyads -visted

and that most attitude shifts were negative in nature.

From a different, theoretically-based per*spective, Mahan and

Lacefield (1978) also-examined the possibilities of mutual influence and

greater congruity or ineongruity in attitude changes as a function of

student teaching. Their review of available descriptive research

indicated ,that, generally, student teach'ers' values on several

dimensions were more "emergent," or liberal, than those of cooperating

teachers. This information, together with the observed trends towards

increasing congruity and similarity to the coop6rating' teaChers'

2 3
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attitudes, enabled the authors to explain.student .change on the basis of

cognitive dissonance theory. If a student teacher is expOsed to a

cooperating teacher's set of beliefs that are moderately different from

his/her own, the resultant dissonance should be resolved over time by a

shift in student attitudes. Moreover, given the limited discrepancy

between student bellefs and the situational/organizatiOnal constraints

surrounding the dyad, the shift should be one of :increased similarity to

the beliefs of the cooperating teacher. Finally, the extent of the

Shift should -be a function of the duration of exposure to the

.cooperating teacher. In this study, student teacher perceptions did

become more compatible with local reality over time. These findings

were confirmed in fhe 1974 and 1975 studies reported by Mahan and .

Lacefield (1978).

0 It is clear from the Mahan and Lacefield studies (1978) that time

plays a role in the magnitude of the shifts in student teacher

attitudes. Lipka and Goulet (1979) ,also investigated age.- and

experience-related changes in teacher attitudes toward the profession.

Using a self-report questionnaire. based upon the "technique of

retrospection," teachers se'rve'd aS their ,own historical comparison

group. Lipka and Goulet failed to obtain significant .differences

between teachers' perceptions of values across chronological age (even

when experience was used as a covariate). Significant differences were

observed, however, in the perceived importance,of values over time,

;independent "of age.. Unfortunately, there is no way to cross-check the

sources of the changes.

These studies indicate pcssible changes that can occur-in student

teachers' attitudeS. .They also embbasize the complexitY that must be

considered in attempting to understand how these changes occur.

2 a
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I
and interpersonal relationships of the student teachers, cooperating

\
--.-.,--

I
,

teachers, and university supervisors. A few studies haVe examined role
I\

\
, conflict and 'interpersonal coMmunication.
I

I

Gettone (1980) looked at differing expectations about the roles and

28 .

Furtherc.careful study of these attitudes may identify the various

factors respOnsible for attitude change.
0

Interpersonal Communication, and Role Conflict

Other factors can be a source.of difficulty in the communication

dutie§'Of student teachers as.perceived-by school administrztors, master

teachers, and student teachers Student teachers saw themselves as more

ready to assume a professional role -than did school perssdnel, who sal,/

student teachers as more sirnfla' to assistants, aides, or.,,apprentices.

Farley. (1973) found that cooperatidg teacilers and student teachers

dif.fered in opiniorris on the' importance'of instruCtion time; discipline

policies, and educational innovations, as well,as the duties of the

student teachers.
\

\

\
Kaplan (1967) investigated the perceptions of student teacherS,

cOoperating' teachers, and college supervisors about the role of college

\

\ supervisors and found that there was a lac.< of agreement about the

evaluation and resource consultant functions of college supervisor.

Prokop (103), Simms (1975), Clemons (1973), and Campbell and.Williamson

(1973) haVe all declared that such differing expectations are central to

role conflict.

Lasley (1980) found differences between student teachers and

eXperienced teachers, in terms of beliefs held about teaching.

Preservice teachers expressed beliefs ;that teaching was a fulfilling'

career, while many experienced teachers were disillusioned with

teaching, citing low prestige, loW pay, and student misbehavior as
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reasons. 'Ireservice teachers tended to believe that their education

courses did not d3repare then} for the reality of student teaching; and

exPertenced.teachers seemed tO share this view. ,

The effect of cooperating teachers in the general areas of

interpersonal relations and cdMmunications have been inveStigated by

several researchers: Close matching of student teachers and cooperating

teachers on conceptual levels has been advocated often in the

literature. The assumption behind matching.appears -to be that those

pairs working from a similar frame of reference will interact more

effectively and Smoothly.

The importance of the interpersonal relationship between student

and cooperating teacher's has -been supported by some research findings.

Supervisors asked to identify the problems enCountered in 'working with

cooperating and student teachers identified lack of communication

between cooperating teachers and student teacherS as their most frequent

problem (Southall and King, 1979). Other problem areas were failure_of

the student teachers to meet expectations of the cooperating teachers

and failure of the student teachers to follow through on suggestions

from the cooperating teachers. These problems Clearly relate to the

interpersonal communication realm. Furthermore, they may befelated to .

the different conceptual levelS and different personal reference points

for judging offective teaching..

Wi*de variation between student teachers and cooperating teachers

-was described by two studies. Thies-Sprinthall (1980) measured stages

of both moral judgment .and conceptual level8 in cooperating andstudent,

teachers a:rid investigated their relationship to rat'ings of student

teacher effectiveness. When studen%. teachers -wfth high ratings were

paired with cooperating teachers with low ratings, tke latter ra'ted the-

3i
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student teacher as being average or below ,average.- in teaching

effectiveness. Thies-Sprinthall suggested that this rating might occur

because the cooperating teachers mi-sperceived the performance ,of the'

student teachers. The "miSLmatched" cooperating teachers may lack a

coffimon frame of refeence to adequately commUnicate analyses and

suggestions to the student teachers.

A ftudy by Terwilliger (1965) looked at change in verbal behavior

of the student eachers. No significant influence of the cooperating'

teachers upon the student teachers was observed. The influence of the

cooperating teachers warrants investigation, if only to further support

or:miniMize the need for matching cooperating teachers and Student

teachers on personal orientation variables.4-.

The results of these studies emphasize the need to explore

Personal characteristics and the match-mismatch effects- of these

characteristics on the interactions within the student teaching tria'd.

There are numerous areas of possible conflict and failure of

communiCation. Considering the potential for problems, research needs

to be conducted to explore-these problems and examine ways in which

persons overcome them.

'Teaching:B.havior

A MaJor iSsue regarding.student teachers is the way in which they.

acquire their teaching behavior. While there have been a few studies.of

cooperating teachers' impact on student teachers in'terms of teaching,

there must be further study examining the wideiyariety of effective

,-
teathing strategies and the way through which student teachers acquire

\

or fail to acquire these behaviors.

Several studies haye..foLind that cooperating teachers play an

Important role in the student teachers 'classroom performance (Price,

32
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1961; Seperson & Joyce, 1973;- Zevin/f 1974). However, McIntyre and

Morris (1980) found studies that may:qualify those findings.. Individual:

characteristics of both the cooperating teachers and the student

teachers may mediate the influence of the cooperating teachers on

student teachers' clasSroom performance (McIntyre, Buell & Casey, 1979).

Evidence that the student teachers were affected by the teacher

practices of the cooperating teacher was found byyrice (1961), Seperton

and Joyce (1973). and Zevin (1974). ZeCiin used an iviaptation of

Flander's Interaction Analysis to measure the change in inquiry or

' lecture styles of teaching by student teachers in relation to the style

of the cooperating teachers. In. the case of lecture, this change

occurred despite input by the university supervisor.

Copeland (1977') found that the cooperating' teacher effects were not

.

always clear cut and diTrect.- _When student teachers were exposed to

different combinations of mjcroteaching and modelings of a target.skill

6 by the cooRerating teachers, there was an interactive effect between the

microteaching a.nd modeling. As a partial explanation, Copeland

suggested that the cOoperating teachers' influence was mediated by the

context of the classroom:. student teachers. exhibitee target skillS

taughl through miCrotéaching to a significantly higher degree in

classrooms where the classroom teachers exhibited those skill's.

However, conflicting results have been- reported for cooperating

, teacher influence on student teacher classroom performance. , McIntyre,

Buell, and Casey (1979) found that student teachers did hot model the

verbal behaviOr' of their cooperating teachers.' There are many possible

explanations for this finding: (a) the experimenters may not have

waited long enough lor the modeling effects to be visible, (b) pupil

behavior may not.have permitted the'student teachers to demonstrate the
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targeted verbal behaviors-, and/or, (c) the student teachers may have

been instructed by their supervisors to'behave in a particular manner.

Recent research on teaching p.fectiveness provides some guidelines

,
for teaching.practice in some grades and content areas (Good and Grouws,

1979; Soar and Soar, 1972; Brophy and Evertson, Note '14; McDonald,

Elias, Stone, Wheeler, Lambert, Calfoe, Sandoval, Ekstrom, and Lockhead,

'Note.15'; Stallings and Kaskowitz, Note 16).The guidelines can be useful

to student teachers in their neW role, especially at the elementary

level for reading 'and math. instruction. Competencies.in giving academic

feedba6k and keeping students academitally engaged, for examPle, seem to

' be valuable sicills for student teachers to acquire. Other findings'may

be equally valuable in areas of direct and indirect teaching, task

structuring, clasSrboa management, and questioning practiceS:
,

a

Medley (1977) ctates that no one particular skill or competency -is

consistently .related to effective teaching behavior across different

learning outcomes and different groups of students,. Instructional

functions, such as cueing,, reinforcement behaviors, and maintaining.,.

student time on task, are. considered by BUrke, Hansen', HouSton, and

Johnson (Note 17) . and Doyle (19771 to be a .nore appropriate

conceptualization for studying teacher competencies than singular

teacher abilities. Knowing what teaching strategy to use in the

appropriate 'context,' and how to follow through on it, seeMS to be

paramouflt (Brophy and%Evertson, 1976;' Sthalork, .1979). A

Research 'on effective, teaching does reveal clusters of teacher

behaviors important to student learning, -However, there has been little

attempt to date to coordinate this tine of research endeavor with what

occurs ifl :leather. preparation. The, question of whether effective

teachers. (those ableto produce gains in pupil achievement) are.also the

3
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most effective cooperating teachers in working with student teachers has

'not been addressed, yet, this clarifying link is essentia\to the

purposes of teacher education.

Supervision

The topic of supervision cuts, across several of the previous,

sections, and certainly many of the previous tdpics (e,g., attitudes'

and teaching 'behaviors) are clearly influenced by the variable of

supervision. Several recent studies demonstrate'clearly the role that

superylsion plays in student teaching.

Recalling the notion that the best Made plans may fail., Copeland

(1977) and .poyle and, Pond ,(1975) have analyzed the distinction of

performance versus acquisition of sets of behaviors in the centOtt of

student teachingl- The latter tWo authors contend that most empirical

investigations of the effectiveness of ski is training in teacher-,

2education are'based- upon an assumption 'which may! ber..erreneous They
.

question the premise that teachers can, behave independently of or

control,the many contingencies'operating in the classroom context.

Copeland (1977) conducted an investigation whiCh addressed the

pertprmance/acquisition distinction. Findings indicated that when',

cooperating teachers were trained: in supervision, regardless of how

often tfley utilized a particular skill,' the stikient teachers found

enough, support to risk trying out laboratory-learned skills. When

cooperating teachers utilized a arget skill quite dften, regardless 6f

. .

whether .or not they were,trained in sOpervision, the student teachers

were likely to adopt the skill. Lastly, When the cooperating teachers

were neither trained in supervision nor exhibited target skill with

Much frequency, the student teachers' were .unlikely to complete, and/or

30
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be rewarded for, ¶he transfer of laboratory-learned skills to the

classroom.

The question of directive and nondirective techniques of

supervision of student teacher's has been inveslioated by aypeland (1980)

and .Copeland and Atkinson (1978.b) . In fhe earlier study, student

tqachers were asked to view videotapes of directive and .nonctive

supervisors in :'conference ahd then rate the supervisors'according to

'eight concepts. The student teachers rated the directive supervisors

significantly diffei'ently on seven ofthe cc-incepts and clearly'preferred

the directive:behavior. The later Study by Copeland (1980a) added the

variables of supervisor sex and student teacher sex to the 'analysis.

Again t!le directive approach was. preferred, and student teachers

appeared to prefer supervisors of the opposite sek. Women gave higher

ra.tings to nondirective 'male supervisor's than to nondirective female

'sUpervisors.

. Clearly, 'the 'style of supervision, and preferences df studeht

,teacherS, interact -in a complicated manner. A preference on the part o

stUdent teachers for directive supervisibn has strong support in these

studies. Keep ng in Mind the ,pressures o'n the student teachers to

perform at.an acc stable level within a certain time'period and within .

various contexts, a p eference for concrete, professional advice is not

surprising. Conversely, the student teachers may feel that they are

being heedlessly .frustrat-. by the requirement, to Self-analyze,

self-diagnOse, and self-eval te under the watchful eye .of the

nondirective.supervisor. . These fi lngs demonstrate the possible impact

.of supervision on the student teachin experience.

3G
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Contextual Influences
, .

It is novraxiomatio that the contexts in whith people live and work

are instrumental in shaping and modifying behaviors. This influence has

been suggested by several of the prior research efforts reported in this

reView. With few exceptioris, the influence of the school)university

context upon feachers.and students in these settings has been .studied

from the'perspective of the practicing educator inservice rather than

from the vantage point of the teather in preparation. Of necessity,-

then, this concluding section of the re'View will depend upon information

-believed to be related ,to, although not directly drawn from, the

interactions, of cooperating_ teachers/student. .teachers/university

supervisors.and the contexts in which theyAexecute their roles. ,Three

contexts are considered: the university, the elementary or secondary

school, and the family and home ofthe pupils.

The University Context

'This section of the.reView will attend to the.formal organizational

properties of the university setting as they.impact upon 'the student

teaching experience. Such properties include rules and egulations,

policies regarding evaluation and recommendation for 'certification,

evaluation of student,teachers and aSsignment of student teachers. The

research literature dealing specifically with student teaching does not

include disciplined inquiry into -the relationship Of, these

-

organizational variablet and he enactment of 'the student teaching

experience.

-In addition to the direct, influences the university exerts on

teachers-in-training through cotIrses and supervision, the, academic
D

environment also has an indirect. impact ,on the student teaching

experience. This indirect impart occurc through the university



"coMmunity's values, beliefs, and standards. Teacher education evolved

independently of the academic community and has only,gradually, in the

last century, emerged zs a function of higher edutatioh (Hughes, Note

1). Through the years, several au,thors have commented about teacher

education as a "stepchild" of the.university (Goldhammer, 1977). There

is sdhe question as to whether the values.and standards necessary !or

effective teacher education are cCmpatible with academic values.

Goldhamme'r (1977) argues strongly that the "culture of higher education

often runs counter, to 'skill-bbilding and professional development

programs". (10. 12). Specifically, he mentions the lack of values,

prestige, and recognition given by the academic community to persons

engaged..in the skill-building aspects:of teacher education.

This criticism has been a cohstant theme through the history of

te.ather education. JameS Conant ,(1963) sought to solve this same

problem through the creation sof vclinical prof6ssorships" on an equal

status With the" more typical discitene-ori.ented .professorships.

Individuals who assumed these new professc)rships were to be evaluated in
i

.

term's of their clinical skills and fheir training of ,0Teservice

education students, rather than the more typical criteria of research,

productivity, or conventionpl scholarship. This proposal 'has not

received widespread-acceptance .and no general, .satisfactory resolution

to the problem of different yalues, across institutional systems or

contexts has been found. The education community has often been divided

,and has often iccepted traditional .university values of research and

productivity, thereby undermining its own skill training (Goldhammer,

1977).

The degree to which this conflict is resolved by, the education

department of a university can influence both the teacher education
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program and the Perspectives of s,tudents intheprspgram., The university

tommunity,provides some very potent sotializing influences, with regard

to students perceptions of the importance crfl.sk,ill-building and
,

. .

academic preparation. The inMence may be fe-Ut t.hrough the type of
,

.

.

prograM in. operation or through the philosophieS end value Rpsons

held by faculty members.

Perhaps the most Obvious-way in which,the value of p-actice an&

skill-building is upheld occurs through the degree to which fhe

university provides a suppertive environment for pra:ctice (Goldhammer,

1977', -Hunter,. 1980). Often clinical superN;ision . is an added

responsibility, to an already overburdened staff. As such, it is

assigned to graduate students and assistants who must. "pay'their dues."

For them it is often a low priority task with. little'benefit. The

degree to which they function effectively as_supervisors depends heavily

on support, entouragement,..and rewards available :for that service.

Therefore, the student teaching experience may be effected shirply by

the degree to which the universliy provides a supportive environment for

those charged with supervision of'student teachers.

In.summary, the university has an indirect influence on student

teac.hing through its value system and its support role. Theevalue that

beCome incorporated into teacher education programs and are articulated- ,

by facUlty provide soMe primary socialization experiences for preservice

teachers. ,,,Likewise, student teaching is irifluenced by the, supportive

role played by the.university in its assistance to basie supervisory

personnel. Eath of these aspects. must be considered in attempts to.'

better.understand student teathing.
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he ilic Srftoul Co-n-t-ext

While it is generally agreed that cooperating teacherxert a.

great deal of infZience on student teaching, there haspbeen\\4/tle

exaMinaf*on of the impact of the public school environment or conte t op

the student teSching experience. -Some 'general.= advice from the field.
I

suggests that this- context may be important.. SeVer:al'of the guidel.if;6S

developed for student teachers include recorpendations thst studentks be

exposed to children of-Various backgroundst.and Jevels'of abjli*.: And,

recently, educators have placed more emphasis on 4%tu-dent teaching

experiences that include variOus ethnic group's. 'Aspite these

, suggestions, little is-known about the effects of these experiences.'
1/ It

r,

Poole (1972) suggests thOt school context is quite important 'to,

student teachers'. perCeptions of' ackquate training. In this. study

student te'achers .were as.ked to rate 30 stat.ments about their

experiences wilh their cooperating teaaer, the prtncipal, and other

stlaff; pqSical ammements within the school; and contacts with fellow

student ttachersl They_were also asked to rate the value of thestudent

teacingexperience,

The questions about experiences-in the school were factor analyzed,.

revealing six futdrs: -experiente in well-!organized, supportive

situations;,, (b) experience,of criticism; (c) good working relationships

with other staff; (d) lack of support; (e) good working relationships

wi.th fellOw students; and (f) good, informal, working relationships with

the children. When these factors were correlated with the student

teachers' perceived value of the'experience, the strongest.-predictor of
. _ .

each student's rating-{-that s/hp 'hid learned a great deal from student
_ .

a.

teaching) was h.avins experienced a well-organized, supporfive

environment.

4
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Those Students who indicated that their present program had

provided adequate preparation for student teaching felt that they had

Rade a contribution to the school' and thatthey. had experienced good

informal working. relationships with the cooperating teacher and the

students. Those students who reported that student teaching appeared to

be merely an evaluative experience jndicateethat they had experienced

,considerable critiCism and lack of support.

While the results of this study suggest the importance of school

context for creating favorable conditionsfor student teaching, there is

one serious draWback: .no independent assessment of the' school

conditions was made. A more potent examination of schOol. context

variables would include an outside assessment of the school environment

variables to determine whether or.not those variables still correlated'

with student teacher satisfaction. Further research is clearly needed

to assess the role of school environment in student teacher satisfaction ,

and success

Mother. very significant part of the public school influence on',

student teachers is what Hoy and Rees (1977)a call "bureaucratic'

socialization." They define this socialization process s an

organization's "attempt to mold role ideology and role performance of

personnel through, a variety of procedures and Mechanisms designed to

make individual 1-)ejiefs,\values, and norms correspond with those of the

organization" 23). In their study the authors assessed students'

bureaucratie 'orientation' before and, after their clinical experiences.

They found that student,teaChers' beliefs and orientation's were more.

.bureaucratic following the student teachlng experience: They were more:

likely to state that orders 'were t6 be followed without challenge and

4i.
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that one should be loyal to superiors without questioning their

authority.

Pruitt and Lee (1978) cOmmented that it is not surprising that

teachers are subOrdinate and traditional in their outlooks. These

authors note that most teachers,:especially cooperating teachers, are

caught in a web of conforMity. "Tney are often rewarded for conformity .

through promotions, salary increases, light sthedules and subtle

administration favors" (p. 71). . Likewise, student teachers find

themselves trapped in, this bureaucratic net. If they conform to the

demands, they find the teaching experience rewarding. Pruitt and Lee

(1978) notejhat "innovative and idealistic student teachers often meet
.40

stern opposition, become frustrated and then conform in:a last ditch

effort to salvage a grade" .(p. 71). The combined pressures of

certification,'graduation, and approval from the cooperating.teacher and

university supervisor usually result in a high degree of conformity.

It is important to considv both the supportive and bureaucratic

influences of the public schools. The same system of colleagues th'at

can serve a -support role to the student teachers can also create

pressure to conform to the rules of the school organization. The

student teachers active participation in this process needs to be

examined More fully So as to develop a greater,understanding:of the

various public school characteristics and their effects upon the

studenf teaching experience.

In addition to the separate influences of the university a d,the

public school, their interaction has considerable influence on the

functioning of student teaching. Several writers have indicated that a

collaborative, universitY-pAlic school relationship is an important

determining, factor in a' successful student teaching program (Andrews,
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1964; llowey, 1977; MacNaughton, Johns, & Rogus%-`1978). There has been

little research of institutional relationships other than rdiews'of

various practices (Slay, Note 9). Central-questions that emerge from

the revieW of practices_center.around.the roles.and responsibilities of

the participants in supervision, and the decision-Making organization of

the university and public schbol regarding student teaching.

Home-Parent-School tontext

Teachers interact regularly with the parents of their pupils, both

in formal .scheduled conferences ,and-in less formal situations arising

spontaneously out of indiyidual children's behavior and .adjustment

.

'patterns ,in school. Federal legislation has promoted many parent

'involvement actiVities in school districts.across the naeion (Moles,

Note 18), and parent involvement is now being encouraged by school

personnel more extensively than in,previous years. Nevertheless, little

attention to preparing teachers for the important role function of

working cooperatively with parents could be found in the literature on

teacher preparation.

The most common definition of parent involvement is that from

Gordon and' Brievogel (1976): home-school interactions are seen as"

components of-"citizen participation," in which the complementing of

educational processes by invOlvement of parents is fostered and emphasis

'is placed on receiving and transferring information about children. The

auttors c]arified three models of parent involvement: (1) the Family.

Impact model, with assumptions that the family is in need of help from

the school to work more effectively with children; (2) the School Impact

model, with assumptions that parents need to participate in. .5chool

decision-making more fully to improve the Auality of schools and the

education of their children; and, (3) the Community Impact model, with

43



assumptions 'that the family is the primary influence on child

development and schOols the secondary; but that they share .a common

goal; and consequently, need to share.decision-making authority in the

education of children:

Writtng.s about parent involvement haye emphasized different

approaches. Better communication with pal-ents has been emphasized by

Hubbell (1979), Hymes (1974), Lightfoot .(1978), and Filipczak (Note

f9). Buskin (1975), Craft (1979), KappelMan and Ackerman (1977), Miller

(1980), Roberts (1980), Wallat and Goldman (1979), and Olmstead (Note

20) stressed parental input in which parents can help instruct their

children, and Rich (1979) has suggested that teachers, can vSe parents as
,

'tutors to raiSe achte'Vement levels in children. Despite cUrrent forces

countermanding the work of the public schbels .and some tnstances of

inadequate teachers, research sti \indicates children can learn when

purents are 'supportive of the sehools (Bronfenbrenner,.. Note 21)..

Bronfenbrenner talks of parental caring as "irrational involvement" and

says that this sort of motivation is necessary to the educational

development of children.

The discrepancy between the recognition of parental authority-and

ongoing practices 'in teacher education programs is now .being.,

investigated in a study by the Southwest' Educational Developmental

Laboratory in Austin, Texas. In a first Ohase of this study, Stallworth

(Note 22) says that it is.not possible at this time to identify. specific

teacher competencies which could be included in parent involvement in

the schools.. He suggests that it is first necessary to make some

decision about the tyPe of parent involvement model to be implemented in

a community.
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Stallworth looked at the attitudes'of 575 teacher educators in a

six.state region; He found that these professionals overwhelmingly

endorsed the family impact model of parent involvement and felt that

parents should have input but not final .decisión-making ,power over

curricular or administrative matters. The majority did' agree that

parent involvement training was important, that it should be included:in

the undergraduate teacher preparation sequence, and that attentionr
should begiven parent involvement_in inservice training of teachers.

The teacher educators indicated- that they believed -preservice teachers

should be,exposed to' role-Playing activities with parents, be required-

o. intervlew parents; hear .speakers. -about parent involvement whO,
,

.

represent the schbol an'd commUnity, and:fiave an opportunity to conduct a

parent:teaCher conference. Only 4.2% of the sample indicated thatrtney

taught a course In'parent involvement, but 55.5% did address the subject

in one or More classes. Approximately 30.3%,of -the sample of teacher,

educators inclUded no emphasis on parent=teacher relations in their

class,ps. Stallworth acknowledges the political conflicts -inherent in

the different parent involvement models outlined by Gordob and Brievogel

(1976), Further research is needed to underStand the effects of parent

involvement experiences in student teaching and the impact of the home

on teacher preparation.

Summary. This section of literature review has demonstrated the

desirability of and need for examining -ft_ contexts in which student

teaching takes place. Of particular interest are the influences of the

formal and informal university variables as demonstrated in.program'

requirements and in values held by.members of the institution,:the

public school context and its impact upon participants in the'student..

teaching experience, and the relation of the home and family contexts of



pUpils in student .teachers classrooms to the enactment of student

teaching.

Summary and Overview

It was noted at the beginning of this review that most' of the

literature pertaining to student teaching is nonempirical,

.
craft-oriented, and scattered widely across different perspectives and

topic areas. In an effort to colleet and systematically present the

information, this review has focused on student teaching as the

experience of a basic triad (student teacher, cooperating teacher, and

university supervisor) embedded in several overlapping contexts (see

. Figure 1). .To better understand. the. Trocesses and outcomes of. the,

experience, the demographics and individual differences Characteriiing

each. of the three central participants were reviewed.

In doing so, gaps in the literature and both unanswered and

uninvestigated research questions were identified. Among these were the

lack of large-scale demOgraphic information characterizing ceoperating

teachers and university supervisors as distinct groups, and the apparent

lack of investigation of variables such as sex, age, and ethnicity in-

-'relation to preservice trainiRg outcomes. HoweVer; information

describing "typical" .student teachers .and teacher educators mas

presented.

Available data pei-taining.to several psychological constructs such

as teacher conce.rns, empathy, scholastic aptitude, flexibi.lity,

_cognitive coMplexityri and creativity were discussed. More questions'

were discovered than answered in these instances also. For example,

eMpathy is a construct often-mentioned in the. contexts of.supervision

and consultation, but it' has rarely been applied or investigated in the

domain of student teaching .despite the logical \inclusion of suCh



activities in student teaching. Similarly, factors such as flexibility

and cognitive complexity warrant further investigation of their poorly

understood roles: in student teaching, particularly With regard to the

outcomes of the'experience. It mould be useful for practitioners and

teacher edUcators td know,'for example-, whether or not matched levels of

cognitive complexity enhance the succesS of student teaching either,

through student teacher "satisfaction" and/or in terms of teacher

practice,.

In the second section of the review, general' constraints

determining who may fill each of the roles in the triad were examined.

.

.Thus, :the .focu.Swas on 'the preparatory .experi.enees, trgfning, and
4 . ,

seleCtion of' student teachers, university superyisOrs, and cooperating.

teachers. Several problems in practice and unexplored topic's in the

literature were highlighted. For example,-. there appears to be a

prevailing imprecision and dissatisfaction in the selection proCesses

applied to cooperating teachers and un'iversity supervisbrs.; yet few

researchers or practitionerhave set forth operational standards for

.selection which can be evaluated for their .appropriateness and utility

vis-a-vis student teaching outcomeS. Reasons for the' "selection by

default" process which sometimes seems to be in effect pertain to gthe

institutional contexts in which selection is occurring. The selection

of student teachers appears to Suffer paraltel problems.

Reviewing the rol2s and function's of. cooperating teachers and

university superv-kors waS equally telling of practical problems and nevi

°research `questions. . First of ail, evidence for the° valme of the

traditional university supervisor role has been. equivocal. Secondly,

the cooperating teacher role of socialization agent has 6een both

analyzed and researched, but there i3 stilt only a, minimal underStanding



of the dynamics 'of student teacher socialization. This is probably

reflective of the'tendency on the part of educational researchers to be

overly constricted in their research foci. Third and perhaps most

ironic is the dearth of carefully constructed investigations of the in

situ acquisition of teaching behaviors, particUlarly with regard to the

presumed influences' of the cooperating . teacher. . Last; styles of

supervision; .student teacher preferences for supervision, and their

interaction effects have not.been well-investigated: Inview Of. the

obvious ..complexity of .the student teaching experience, it seems

essential that future researcfi include at least minimal evidence of how

the-participants -were, selected, of.what orts of training experiences

th0 receiv'ed, 'and Of.the nature .of' the participantS' in'teractions-t

all as they relate to the likelihbod of success or faiTure of student

teaching.

In the closing seCtion the contextual influences impinging upon and

coloring the student teaching experience were reviewed. This included

some consideration of the university or teacher training institution

which ,establishes and regulates the ,Student teaChing experience,

together with the public schools which .perMit the misSion to be

fulfilled. Further exploration .of the ways in-which each institution

regulates student teaCfiing, and the Corisequences of. the institutional

interactions, needs be conducted to assess which conditions.,

regulations, communication norms, etc., are assoCiated, with poSitive

student teaching experfences. Lastly, the contextual linkages of home-

and :parents to the schoOls, as a general source of influence upon

student teaching, were preSented. In this ipstance, it was possibleto

generate several research 40estions concerning the'effects of different
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tYpes and,degrees of parental influence in the.public schools upon the

nature and outcomes of student teaching.

Throughout the review, other more specific topics in need of

research were highlighted'. AlSo, broad issues such as key

methodological-probleMs and promising areas of inquiry were,discussed.

Much further study of teacher preparatien is needed tp understand the

links between individual characteristics and the processes of training,

as they occur within their institutional contexts. Th-k work.May begin

to provide a research basis for adapting and improving teacher

preparation.

4)9
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